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Abstract
We define the residues ri (n) for all n ≥ 2 and all i ≥ 2 such that
ri (n) = 0 if, and only if, i is a divisor of n. We then show that the
joint probability P(pi |n ∩ pj |n) of two unequal primes pi , pj dividing
any integer n is the product P(pi |n).P(pj |n). We conclude that the
prime divisors of any integer n are mutually independent; and that
any deterministic algorithm which always computes a prime factor of
n cannot be polynomial-time.1
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The prime divisors of any integer n are mutually independent

We define the residues ri (n) for all n ≥ 2 and all i ≥ 2 as below:
Definition 1 n + ri (n) ≡ 0 (mod i) where i > ri (n) ≥ 0.
Since each residue ri (n) cycles over the i values (i − 1, i − 2, . . . , 0), these
values are all incongruent and form a complete system of residues2 mod i.
We immediately conclude that:
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Lemma 1 ri (n) = 0 if, and only if, i is a divisor of n.

2

By the standard definition of the probability P(e) of an event e3 , it immediately also follows that:
Lemma 2 For any n ≥ 2, i ≥ 2 and any given integer i > u ≥
0, the probability P(ri (n) = u) that ri (n) = u is 1/i, and the
probability P(ri (n) 6= u) that ri (n) 6= u is 1 − 1/i.
2
We note the standard definition4 :
Definition 2 Two events ei and ej are mutually independent for
i 6= j if, and only if, P(ei ∩ ej ) = P(ei ).P(ej ).
We then have that:
Lemma 3 If pi and pj are two primes where i 6= j then, for any
n, we have:
P((rpi (n) = u) ∩ (rpj (n) = v))
= P(rpi (n) = u).P(rpj (n) = v)
where pi > u ≥ 0 and pj > v ≥ 0.
Proof : The pi .pj numbers v.pi + u.pj , where pi > u ≥ 0 and
pj > v ≥ 0, are all incongruent and form a complete system of
residues5 mod (pi .pj ). Hence:
P((rpi (n) = u) ∩ (rpj (n) = v)) = 1/pi .pj
By Lemma 2:
P(rpi (n) = u).P(rpj (n) = v) = (1/pi )(1/pj ).
2

The lemma follows.

If u = 0 and v = 0 in Lemma 3, so that both pi and pj are prime divisors of
n, we immediately conclude by Definition 2 that:
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Corollary 1 P((rpi (n) = 0)∩(rpj (n) = 0)) = P(rpi (n) = 0).P(rpj (n) =
0).
2
Corollary 2 P(pi |n ∩ pj |n) = P(pi |n).P(pj |n).

2

Theorem 1 The prime divisors of any integer n are mutually
independent.
2
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Integer Factorising cannot be polynomialtime

We note the standard definition6 :
Definition 3 A deterministic algorithm7 computes a numbertheoretical function f (n) in polynomial-time if there exists k such
that, for all inputs n, the algorithm computes f (n) in ≤ (loge n)k +
k steps.
It now follows from Theorem 1 that:
Corollary 3 Any deterministic algorithm that always computes
a prime factor of n cannot be polynomial-time.
Proof : Any computational process to identify a prime divisor of
n must necessarily appeal to a logical operation for identifying
such a factor.
Since√n is a prime if, and only if, it is not divisible by any prime
p ≤ n, and n may be the square of a prime, it follows from
Theorem 1 that we necessarily
require at least one logical opera√
tion for each prime p ≤ n in order to logically identify a prime
divisor of n.
Since the number of such primes is of the order O(n/loge n), any
deterministic algorithm that always computes a prime factor of
n cannot be polynomial-time—i.e. of order O((loge n)c ) for any
c—in the length of the input n. The corollary follows.
2
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